Why do people
like Boldfield?
- the secret power
behind your business
At Boldfield we have just one goal - to help our
customers succeed. That’s a pretty ambitious goal
because we have a lot of customers, but we’re 100%
committed to it.

Smart
solutions
for smarter
Business.
Cambridge

We understand how vital IT is to your business. It keeps you in touch with
your customers, gives them a trouble-free buying experience, manages
your costs and resources and increases your profits. We set up the
hardware, the software, the telecoms, the online security and provide the
help-desk. We can supply all of it, or just a bit of it – you choose what you
need.
We’re accredited by – Microsoft, Dell, HP, Symantec and many others.
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Top quality advice
We know what we’re talking about. We keep up with changes in
technology and we’ve got a great team of people with a sound mix of
experience and fresh new talent. Our advice is honest and jargon-free.
We don’t sell or tell, we discuss your needs and help you choose the right
product or service for your business right now.
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Excellent customer service
We are 100% customer focussed. That means we’re friendly, we
remember your name and we’ll never sell you any IT that you don’t need
– GUARANTEED. You can rely on our support packages which means you
won’t lose valuable time and money trying to fix problems yourself.

Always responsive
You get to talk to someone quickly if you’ve got a problem. When we
advise you about what you need we ask the right questions and we listen
to your answers.

Value for money
We benchmark our prices nationally to ensure you get a great deal with
flexible options - fixed monthly fees, leasing and fixed price support
contracts.

Smart
solutions
for smarter
Business.
Cambridge

Don’t waste your precious time worrying
about your IT.
Call us today on 01223 852660 and find out what it feels like
to be treated as a valued customer.
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“
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Boldfield have been providing us with expert IT consultancy
and support in the UK since 2007. From an initial contract that
covered only our Cambridge site we have since asked Boldfield
to support our sites in Aberdeen, Bridgend, Hartlepool and
Rotherham as we expanded the company through organic
growth and acquisition; Boldfield have readily adjusted to this
change of scope and are providing support for us nationally.
We have come to regard Boldfield as a true partner supporting us
through our rapid growth, constantly adapting to meet the new
challenges we set them and providing us with strategic input to
develop our Information Technology plan. Their support is vital to
a business of our scale and technical bias and allows us to focus
our energies on our clients.

Carl Husain

MISTRAS Group Ltd
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